2.1
Ezek 12:21-26 concern the value or worth of vision/prophecy. This disputation revolves around a quoted proverb which states either that it is extinct or that it is a futile business.
Structure
The structure of this passage is very simple: The first interpretation would imply that time goes by and there is no more vision. In other words, vision has died out. The second interpretation would basically entail that a long time has already elapsed since the event of the vision and every vision remains still unfulfilled. 17 Things are seen and words are said, yet they never come true: their realisation never arrives, they are like a stillborn child whose possibilities were truncated from the outset.
One thing is clear: the proverb stresses the passage of time with regard to the lack of fulfilment of visions (Nwzx-lk db)w Mymyh wkr)y, "the days grow long and every vision perishes"). This is why we prefer to see )w# as meaning futile rather than false.
The whole ensuing refutation of this proverb will concentrate on effective realisation 15 Had rm) been used here instead of l#m, it would have been more difficult to determine the present value of l( since the expression l( rm), meaning "to say something concerning something else," is well attested, cf. 
Command to prophesy and basic rejection (Ezek 12:23a).
YHWH's first reaction is addressed to the prophet: Mhyl) rm) ("say to them!"). Now, what is the prophet to proclaim? Not the termination of vision(s), but the end of the use of the proverb: l)r#yb dw( wt) wl#my-)lw hzh l#mh-t) ytb#h, "I am making this proverb to cease and they shall no longer quote it in Israel". After that, the text goes on to dismiss the proverb repeatedly by means of sentences introduced by the particle yk ("for").
First dismissal (Ezek 12:23b)
Nwzx-lk rbdw Mymyh wbrq ... M) yk ("For... the days and the reality of every vision draw near"). The first reply recasts the proverb and states that every vision 18 is coming close to the day when its core will reach fulfilment. In other words, vision and reality 18 According to M. Greenberg the word every refers to the prophecies of doom. "This first oracle, unlike the next one, does not concern Ezekiel's prophecies; it reacts to a proverb on the soil of Israel, and thus suggests the doom-prophecies of such as Jeremiah or Uriah as the immediate objects of skepticism (...). If so, we have here an acknowledgement almost unparalleled in Ezekiel, and rare in any of the classical prophets, that beside himself other true prophets were at work." M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20 (Garden City: Doubleday, 1983), 230.
are catching up with each other. This verse would imply that all visions will be fulfilled. It does not say any more than that.
Second dismissal (Ezek 12:24)
l)r#y tyb Ktb qlx Msqmw )w# Nwzx-lk dw( hyhy )l yk ("For there will no longer be any futile vision or smooth divination in the midst of the house of Israel").
This verse brings in a new element. It implicitly differentiates between futile prophecies and smooth divination, and the rest. The reply regarding the annihilation of futile vision and smooth divination sounds rather strange after the promise that the fulfilment of Nwzx-lk ("all vision") was drawing near. Or are the readers to understand that every vision will come true only when all futile visions have disappeared? 22 At any rate, the theme of the second dismissal is more akin, albeit not equivalent, to that of chapter 13 than to that of chapter 12 as a whole. Beside that, the addressees of this verse are no longer referred to as those "upon the soil of Israel" or "in Israel" but as "the house of Israel". Now, do these phrases refer to the members of one and the same target group?
Third dismissal (Ezek 12:25a)
dw( K#mt )l h#(yw rbd rbd) r#) t) rbd) hwhy yn) yk ("For it is I, YHWH, that will speak the word that I will speak. And it shall be done. It shall not be postponed any longer"). Ezek 12:25a continues the thought put forward in verses 23a
and 23b. The proverb will cease to be quoted (cf. Ezek 12:23a). Reality and prophecy are catching up with each other (cf. Ezek 12:23b). And all of that because YHWH is the one that will be speaking. Ezek 12:24 clearly interrupts this progression of thought by bringing in the elements of futile vision and smooth divination which, as we said above, belong rather to Ezek 13.
Fourth dismissal (Ezek 12:25b)
wyty#(w rbd rbd) yrmh tyb Mkymyb yk ("For in your days, oh rebellious house, I shall speak a word and I shall do it"). This last dismissal drives the point home: they will not have to wait long before YHWH's word comes true. This reinforces once again the interpretation that the initial proverb was not about the extinction of prophecy but about its non-fulfilment or delayed fulfilment. The addressees are described otherwise than in Ezek 12:22-23: they are "the rebellious house". The question is, on the one hand, whether those "upon the soil of Israel" and those "in Israel" are to be equated with the "rebellious house" and, on the other hand, whether the expression "rebellious house" encompasses other people that are not actually in Israel.
yrmh tyb ("the rebellious house"). his audience, i.e. "the house of Israel," will not listen to him because they are not willing to listen to YHWH in the first place (cf. Ezek 3:7). The use of such qualifying words is far from impartial. In fact, it is ideologically charged since it articulates a value judgment concerning those that do not share the views espoused by the book.
Partial conclusions
Firstly, we may conclude that the use of the expression l)r#y tmd)-l( ("upon the soil of Israel") in conjunction with l)r#yb ("in Israel") seems to indicate that the book envisages some sort of Israel that can be conceived of in locative terms. This mention of rbd (here meaning "word") need nonetheless not be opposed too strongly to the issue of vision since Ezek 12:23 had already brought both words together by speaking of "the days and the rbd ("word/thing," i.e. reality) of every vision". 25 We may say then that Ezek 12:21-25 represents a strand within the book that takes a negative stance on the actions and the mentality of (some of) those residing upon is not the provenance of these verses, but the way in which they contribute to the delimitation of the contours of Israel.
Structure
The structure of Ezek 12:26-28 comprises but a few essential elements. If this saying were linked with 3:1--11:1-16, we could presuppose that the saying is quoted as a sign of relief: even though EZEKIEL had foreseen gloom and doom,
fortunately not much of it has really come about. 29 In other words, the people quoting it are not really sad about the non-fulfilment of EZEKIEL's prophecies.
If the saying were linked, on the contrary, either with Ezek 11:17-20 or with 40--48, then it could be interpreted as voicing scepticism about the prophecies announcing favourable things for the future. Ezek 11:17-20 is a different case since it refers to the gathering of the dispersed, which appears to refer to a group other than the Babylonian golah. If this saying referred to Ezek 11:17-20, it would then reflect the doubt of some of the dispersed that they will ever return to the soil of Israel. Ezek 40--48 present us with a completely different kind of prophecy: these chapters are clearly eschatological. 30 It is perhaps about these prophetic utterances that Ezek 12:27 is talking when it speaks of twqwxr Myt(lw Mybr Mymyl ("...for many days and for faroff times").
A closer look at the terms used may give us some clues as to their connotation 28 For K.-F. Pohlmann this disputation speech is connected with Ezek 7 and both represent a pre-golah-oriented text. Cf. K. Mybr Mymyl yk Nwzxh Mts ht)w ("As for you, seal the vision for it is for many days").
The meaning of Mybr Mymyl ("for many days") must be therefore the opposite of the phrase My)b Mymy hnh ("behold! days are coming..."), which is used to introduce prophecies that will assuredly come true. The latter is used once in 2 Sm 2:31, once in 34 In Jeremiah the phrase is almost always followed by hwhy-M)n ("declaration of YHWH"), with the only exception of Jer 51:52. In Am 4:2 it stands on its own; in Am 8:11 it is followed by hwhy yd) M)n ("declaration of the Lord YHWH"), while in Am 9:13 by hwhy-M)n ("declaration of YHWH"). 35 Cf. Ezek 4:10(x2 
Partial conclusions
Firstly, the saying quoted speaks of the validity of prophecy in a way that differs from
Ezek 12:21-25. It qualifies it as being for the distant future, in other words, as not quite relevant or applicable to the present situation. 42 Eschatological prophecies can be both appealing to the imagination and ineffective, precisely because what they promise is "for far-off days".
In any case, if we take this passage as and where it now stands in the MT, we can say that it clearly wants to caution against any exaggeratedly positive theological appraisal of the golah. At least some of the members of the golah doubt 43 the validity of EZEKIEL's vision and prophecy. 44 The similarities regarding Sitz im Leben between As far as the ideological intention of the book is concerned, verses 21-23 are interesting because they seem to validate the prophetical activity that took place upon the soil of Israel.
Verses 24-25 fall within the first disputation speech since they elaborate on the preceding verses, i.e. Ezek 12:21-23. They bring in, however, two terms, namely "the house of Israel" and "the rebellious house," whose relationship with the land of Israel in Ezekiel must be studied further.
It is plausible for verse 27 to refer to the eschatological strand within the book. It 
